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Modern Developments in Recorded Music 
 
 
As with all areas of modern life, there are certain terminologies which have to be understood in 

order to make sense of the options available.  For computer based music these are:- 
 
mp3 – this is one of the formats in which music is held on the computer, there is no need to 
understand what that format is, just that it is called mp3. 
 
mp3 player  - a small device (fits in the hand) which holds music in the mp3 format. 

 
IPod – the original mp3 player, the one which is produced by the Apple Computer Company. 

 
ITunes database – the place where the music held on your computer can be grouped, classified 

and selected. There are other similar databases from other manufacturers, ITunes is produced 
by the Apple Computer Company but will run on a Microsoft PC. 
 
Playlist – a selection of tunes from the ITunes database which are selected for a particular 

purpose, eg a class. 
 
Synchronise – when the IPod or mp3 player is connected to the computer and the information 
on the ITunes database is put on the IPod or mp3 player. 
 
 
Getting Music into ITunes. 
 
1) from CDs – if the ITunes database is open on the computer, and you insert a CD into the CD 
drive, ITunes will detect the CD and, providing your computer is connected to the internet, will 
access the Gracenotes database which is held centrally, and will find the details of the tracks, 
giving track titles, length of time the track lists, artist, CD title and genre.  Country Dance CDs 
are given various different Genres ranging from world music, folk, and pop.  ITunes will ask if 
you want to import the tracks, and when you click on ‘yes’ it will do so in significantly less time 
than it takes to play the CD. 
 
2) buying music on line – there is still only a small number of country dance music tracks 
available on line,  www.musicinscotland.com has some and there are a few in the ‘ITunes Store’ 
which is accessible form the ITunes database.  There may be others but I am not aware of any. 
 
3) records and tapes – if you have software (and appropriate cables) you can record the music 
from tapes and LPs, but it is unlikely that the track details will be in the Gracenotes database, so 
you will most likely have to type the information in. 
 
 
Using ITunes to select music for a dance class and create a Playlist 
 
Below is an example of an ITunes screen, with the track names in alphabetical order.  There is 
no problem having more than one track with the same name, ‘The’ and ‘A’ are ignored in the 
sorting. 
 
It is therefore easy to find music for the dance you want to teach, and if you have more than one 
track with the appropriate music, you can listen to them in ITunes and decide which is 
preferable.   When the music is selected it can be dragged into the Playlist you create for the 
class.  Select File, New Playlist and give it a name. 
 

http://www.musicinscotland.com/


 
 
 
If you are teaching a dance for which you do not have the correct music, the easiest way to find 
one is to click on the ‘Genre’ column to sort tracks into order. 
 

 
 
It is possible to alter all the information in ITunes, except the track length time.  The Genre 
column is the one I use to enter the music type and repetitions, these I obviously have to type in. 
 



If I was looking for a 4x40 reel I can see instantly which tracks I have and select one which is 
suitable.  By looking at the track times, it is easy to see if a track is going to be much too fast or 
too slow.  This and other columns can be used to enter any information which you consider 
useful. 
 
Altering the Speed of Music. 

 
It is possible to alter the speed of music, either slowing it down or speeding it up.  There are 
many software packages available to do this, we use WavePad which is a very comprehensive 
package allowing editing down to changing a single note, but there are simpler packages which 
are best discovered by recommendation from someone using them.  Once tunes have been 
changed they can be put into ITunes and kept alongside the original. 
 
Playing Music in Class 

 
This is down to personal preference. 
 
It is possible to play music from ITunes on a laptop for class, however the sound quality from a 
laptop is not very good and also not very loud, so speakers are needed to make the sound 
adequate.  It is possible of course, with a laptop to scan in all your dance instructions and have 
them available as well. 
 
The other alternative is to use an mp3 player or IPod and a speaker specially designed to play 
from the mp3 player.  I use a Bose Sounddock, there are many others on the market but check 
the output as some are designed for use at home, not in a hall.  The advantage of this is the light 
weight, the whole weighing no more than a bag of sugar, and I still have all my music so I can 
change my lesson at short notice if necessary, the only limitation being whether or not I can 
remember the dances! 


